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We show that a linear specific heat at low tempera-
tures for glass follows naturally from general consid-
erations on the glassy state. From the same consider-
ations we obtain the experimentally observed anom-
alous low-temperature thermal conductivity, and we
predict an ultrasonic attenuation that increases at low
temperatures. [The SCIa indicates that this paper has
been cited ri over 1,060 publications.[
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In the summer of 1971, on a Friday, Professor
RobertO. Poll of Cornell University gave a seminar
at Bell laboratories on his measurements of the
specific heat and thermal conductivity of a variety
of glasses.
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At low tensperatures the specific heat

was alway. linear and the thermal conductivity,
quadraic in tensperature. Even more remarkably the
coefficients were within a factor of about two, the
anne irrespective of the variety of plass.

I had just been given a permanent gob at Bell Labs
alter two pwase as a posoloc in the theoretical plr,*s
grossp. I had spent the nmuner working with a col-
league, V. Marayanamuuthi, on nonlinear (milton)
propagation of heat in solids. Pfarayan.nwit$N had
told me about his earlier work on states
in solids—like those of OH- in alkali l.illd~s.I Imew
that the specific heat of such defect, is proportional
to 1(6/I), where ~tis the twwsel splitting. So it was
obvious that, if one had a reasonably uniform distri-
bution of it’s, a linear specific heat would result.

ml, bee of thitiking seemed to fit well with one’s
preconception that glasses thoild have
entropy and metastable distrIbutIon of atomic con-
figurations, arising use to css~etl..eitaterectiens
and strossp aidsarenoolcity. After cogitatIng on this
over the wethend, on Monday afternoon I wed to
the office of our must dIstliquldied theorstical plsys-
iciet, Phil Anderson. I drew a doulile-well potential
and told him my ~ecidstiuun. He had been (Idsikieg— similar line., nanteg ~m meew~Wnt
of glasses. lie recalls that, during Paul’s t~,a pic-
ture ~ew in his mind of coiwiections between these
configurations so that they become accessible to
each otherover finite ~ distributed resdto~ly
in height. The scale of variation of the bonier. as
well asof the energy ~ worldbe the niolting

temperature of glass. This provides the right sort of
magnitude of the linear specific heat.

Anderson asked me about the thermal conductiv-
ity. On Tuesday I tried to calculate the plsonon mean
free paths to get the thermal conductivity but got
nowhere. Anderson stayed home on Tuesday. On
Wednesday morning. I met him in our seminar room
and be bandedme a manuscript that had the theory
not only of the specific heat and the thermal con-
ductivity but also an application of the ideas to spin
glasses. The next week we learned that Bet lialperin
in our group at Bell labs was thinking along similar
lines. Bert added the section on ultrasonic attenua-
tion and rewrote the paper in his characteristically
careful and polished fashion.

We admitted thepaper to MiilowphicalA4irgthne
rather than Physical Renew Lettersbecause in those
days Anderson was disgnantled with the latter’s edi-
tonal and refereeing processes. Soon thereafter we
learned that W.A. Phillips,
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a postdoc at Stanford,

had written a paper with similar ideas.
These papers became very popular indeed. They

were easy to understand, and they found resonance
with everybody’s conception of the glassy and dis-
ordered state, on which wurk began in earnest in the
1970. and is continuing, Theyalso made specificpre-
dictions for a variety of experiments. Especially dra-
natic wereexperiments on the time-dependence of
the specific heat, saturation of ultrasound, and van-
ma. two-level pheii~,me..alike phonon echoes.

The phenoinenological theory was qualitatively
confirmed in all the experiment,, but close exami-
nation revealed thata parameter obtained by fItting
to onekind ofee,,e....ent had to be doctored, often
by a factor of 2-4 to get queditative ~ sas~ietwith
another kind of experiment. Pto really cogent expia-
nation of such discrepancies ha. yet ~ nor
any microscopic undeivtanding of the tumieling
state. nor of the almost universal value, for the co-
efficient, of the linear specific heat or of the qua-
dratic thermal conductivity. A good critl,ue of the
date of affairs l.a. recentlybeen welttni~it megests
an explanation not relying on h~....eUngdate., but
it is not free from dlfficuftI~s.

The problen, is very hard. Corol.derable prove..
ha. bee, made ona related but simpler problem that
of spin glass where the concept ofa new type of or-
der (In time) has bees. Introduced, again by Ander-
son, together with SF. Edwards. In spin glasses, the
dhO~deris given by the ~ interactions,
which are Iroáá. In gliefel, the hsiira~*làri.adjust
consistently to the date they pee rise to. In spin
glees., the cosicega of (nastrsiion ha. played adam-
insist role. Perhaps to understand glasses we need
to introduce the cosicept of adjiedisent to frustration
as.d to treat it mathematIcally. The senormellzation
of ti~.4L~states due to anliasmossiclty (which is
riot by itself strong enough to produce bistabdiep) Is
another way of saying the sense thing.
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